
DREAMS, DESIGNS & SOLUTIONS

SPHERE for Theme Parcs



NON DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

AII information, design, graphics and solutions contained in 

this book are property of T M P & , and it  has to be treated as 

strictly confidential and can not be  disclosed to third parties, 

without written authorization from TMP & S.



‘’ Seeing what others have not yet imagined.
Anticipating future trends.

Generating revenues for you and your organization, 
in places no one has ever thought of … or dared to think of.

I want a flexible, dynamic business capable of innovation.

Like all of our products. ’’



Regulate access to attractions for your guests,

distance and manage yours queues and flows in 

style according to a specific theme. 

Make your environment lively and captivating with

our customizable SPHERE and with the elegance of

the new UNI-FLEX-E.



Guide your guests in an organised way to 

queue up to get their entrance tickets.



All shops and food areas in the same theme as your

park or attraction ? Only we create them for you !







The journey of all guests will be only complete if they

can find their way easy and well regulated. All this

with your logo’s, colors and specific themes.



Distance your guests during their exciting journey in your

Theme Park, give them a safe journey and the experience of 

a lifetime.



TOTAL PRODUCT CUSTOMIZATION

UPPER RING

CUSTOMIZABLE

UPPER CAP

COLAR RING

LOWER RING

CUSTOM ALL THE WAY

YOUR BRAND

YOUR COLOURS

YOUR LOGO

…

YOUR DNA

EVERYWHERE YOU DREAM 

IT … WE CREATE IT !!





VISIT US:    www.KING-QUEUE.com

The main feature of our

SPHERE is th ability to 

customize the complete

post, including the 

upper cap with your

logos, images and texts, 

making it the perfect

marketing tool

You can choose from

various finishes, colors

and customize it in your

unique way, allowing to 

express your Theme park

colors or your

surrounding

environment.

Robustness and 

resistance are 

fundamental

characteristics of our

innovative products.

By only using European

materials long

functionality and

durability are guaranteed.

Our specific

signholder is fixed on 

the post and allows a 

quick and easy

message change. 

Communication 

updates were never as 

easy and efficient in 

just a couple of 

seconds.

http://www.king-queue.com/


Robustness and 

resistance are 

fundamental

characteristics of our

innovative products.

By only using European

materials long

functionality and

durability are guaranteed.

With UNI-FLEX-E in its

original chrome and 

polished brass finishing, 

it presents itself with

discretion and elegance

and it performs its

function in smooth

harmony with the 

surrounding

environment.

The main function of 

this product is to 

provide indications and 

communication. 

Thanks to its message 

holder up to A3 format 

and the rapid change 

of content it is your

perfect companion in 

the field.

Flyers and brochures 

for your park visitors

are always easy to 

get in the 

UNI-FLEX-E special

version.

VISIT US:    www.KING-QUEUE.com

http://www.king-queue.com/
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YOU (only have to) DREAM IT, WE MAKE IT !!!

Langvennestraat 4   - B - 3511  Hasselt

Phone: +32 478 266 333 (Guy)

Email:  Guy@king-queue.com

mailto:Guy@king-queue.com

